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Abstract

A- monolithic charges sensitive preamplifier using: exclusively re-channeL diffused JEETs has: been, designed and is: now
being:fabricated hyX^TTERFET Oorp.. byTWPBUS: ofa.dielectricallyisolated:process: which:allows: preserving:as* much: as
possible: the technology upon which: discrete JFETk are; based.. A. first prototype built by means' of junction, isolated
process has been, delivered.. The: characteristics: of moEolithically integrated. JFETs compare favorably with, discrete
devices. First results of tests of a. preamplifier which: uses these; devices: are reported..

Characteristics and Ndiic Behavior of
iV-Channel Diffused JFETs

IV-channel JEETa obtained, by~i*.pT~ gate diffusioninto
an n-doped epitaxial layer which constitutes the channel
are widely used in. high, energy physics (HEP) and still
provide the best noise performance aa input devices in:
charge sensitive preamplifiera at processing: times down: to
approximately 50-I00 nsec. JFETs, unlike bipolar transis-
tors, lend themselves to cryogenic: operation.. JFETa: are;
superior to MOSFETs irt ionizing:radiation:resistanceand
leas sensitive than bipolar transistors; to; neutron: damage,
which, makes them, suitable for operation, in. the; strong:
radiation field around the; interaction region. o£ hadran.
colliders. They are; also less: prone: to damage, due to elec-
trostatic discharge: (BSD) into the; gate, a. feature which,
dramatically increases the reliability of front-end circuits
in applications where carrier drift is achieved by means of
an. applied, high, voltage. The; amplification, factor gmr<iM
defined as the; product, of the trausconductance and the
differential source to drain: resistance is; quits; Luge, from
several hundreds to about: one thousand, making: i t possi-
ble to achieve high, dc open, loop gains in. charge sensitive
preamplifier. Diffused JFETs have a. predictable; noise
^JTn |UUC> QCOaWlOCi Wlwi SUUIXXUU- YJUnntlflTlff tl'OIli ^llffflf'**

ent production batches, a. proof: of how well, established:
the production technology is. Among: the d a » of field ef-
fect devices they have the smallest amount of 1 / / noise
in the channel current. The spectral' power density of
the thermal noise is remarkably close; to the theoretical
dependence an the transconductance gm. [lj.

The monolithic integrated preamplifier, is going: to
be fabricated by DTTERFET Carp., by means of an
innovative proitesk meant to salve a difficult problem of
gate to gate isolation [2].

* THsntamrckwa* supported in pact bjr tijeU. SiDepirtment:
ContiBct Ifo. DE-ACnZ-TSCHCOaia.

Eigazc: 1: Craw section of a Dielectncall; Isolated Wafer
Tie SESC picture: (at: x24Q0 magnification) shows the: region
between two adjacent: tubg. The n-epitaiial layer grows as

. over: the: jjli**"" oxide: sepUKtuxs: &djftceiit: tuii8.

The. new technique wilt still, allow tha use of an.
epitaxially formed: channel and a diffused gate, aa in
standard. JFET praceaang. The: epitaxially grown: lattice
is free o£ defects created, by ion. implantation which only
in part: can: be- annealed. Also, each doping polarity
reversal requires greater and greater, concentrations of
compensating dopant element. Two or three such reversals
are: required for the1 ion. implantation method, while only
one; is: necessary if: an: epitaxially grown, channel is used.

A.. Dielectric Isolation Method

A standard slice: of: the needed resistivity is first
oxidued and: then, patterned througta.photoresist process.
The slice is then, etched, by means of an orientation.
dependent, etching: process: to form. " V grooves which, will
achieve electrical, insulation. Another layer of oxide ia
then, applied followed by a polysiliccn grow to fill the
grooves and to build: up a thickness comparable t j the
original, wafer.. The slice: is: then, turned aver and mast of
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Fignxc 2: Didectiic IKHMHOU FIOCCM;,
Derice» built in «dj»cent utub»" axe: connected by backrto-
back diodm in weata with a. High value lenitor due to the
polyslicon bodge shown, in Fig. 1.. If true isolation, is needed,.
aaiiatxopic etching can be employed to leave; free standing:
"SUM" of ailicon on a. silicon, dioxide: Soar; In this case: only
a single large: tub im

Flgnrv 3: Danble-epi, V-graoye Process.,

Two sacceHiVe- epitaxial, layers off p and. it type silicon aie
grown, an. tap; of: an. n-type substxnte:. AniBotiopic etching:
is used to reach into the subBtrate, thereby separating the
backside gates. Adjacent devices are' connected, by back-to-
back: diodes through the: substrate.

the original silicon: ia lapped away until the: tipa of the V-
groovei ace: expoatd. Thi« results: in single: crystal, ailicon.
islands ("tubs") isolated by ailicoa oxide and. supported:
by a thick: polysilicon substrate.

A single layer of n-type epitaxial silicon, is: grown, over
the dielectric isolation substrate and provides: a uniform,
channel of controlled thickness for the JEET.

Figure 1 shows a cross section at a. dielectrically
isolated wafer in the region between two adjacent tubs..
The epitaxial layer grows as doped poiysilicon over the
silicon oxide separating the tubs, thus connecting: adjacent:
tubs. At this point several process options are possible..

i. Planar ProceM

If a standard planar process is used with multiple
tubs, adjacent JFETa will be connected by back-to-back
diodes ?wi a. b'flfr vslue resistor due: to the: polysiucon.
bridge liks in Pig. 2. This should not cause isolation

problems' except: perhaps: increased aoise in. the input
device.
ii. "Meat"Halation

If true isolation- ifl needed, V-grooves can be etched, to
leave a fees standing 'hnesa" ofsilicon on: a silicon, dioxide
base: Metallization across this groove to connect devices
on. adjacent: "mesas" degrades the yield, so it is better to
use: whenever it: is: possible the simpler planar: process.

If: grooves or mesaa are necessary or if metallization
over the: grooves turns out to be a. high yield step then
there: is no need to produce multiple dielectric iaolation
tubs. Multiple: ailicon mesas over a flat,, large single tub
can: be: used.

B. Double Epitaxy and V-Groave Isolation Metha d

This method utilizes an n-type ailicon substrate on
top of which: a. p-type layer for the bade gate and aa
n-type layer for the: channel are epitaxially grown. Next
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Figure 4: Comparison a£ Discrete; and Monolithic JEETa. (a) Short channel devices, £ — 5>m.
W = 11400Mm. (b) Long channel dericea, £=Tmn,W = 400 ̂ m.

V-ahaped grooves are etched deep enough, to reach:into the
Ti-aubstrate thereby separating: the- backside gates, Fig: 3:.

A true isolation ia not achieved with, this method since
adjacent devices are connected by back-to-back, diodes:
through the common: substrate. Moreover, parasitic n -
p-n transistors and p-n-p-n SCHa may cause; latch--up
problems' nrtdt*r adverse; conditions.

Fiwt

Up to the present only a. preliminary silicon, tat: us-
ing the double epitaxial method has been, manufactured,
packaged and. delivered. This first lot was manufactured
on available material, which has a. higher j>-epi resistiv-
ity (about I Clem, instead of the design value of about
0.01flcm). This increases the gate spreading resistance in
aeries with the back: gate, thus degrading the. noise per-
formance, a. problem which will be corrected in: the future.

Figure 4(a) compares the gm and gn/In characteris-
tics fe a mcowlithk and discrete JFET of PT = 11400/«n.
and. drain fca source spacing of 16 /im (corresponding to an.
effective gate length of about 5/jm). At higher currenti
(Jo > 1.5 mA) they are almost identical..

Figure 4(h) shows the same traces for long; chan-
nel cycle device (2S/un) corresponding to a gate: length
X ~ 7/jjn) and for a gate widthW~400>m. Abo in this
case thmy are very similar, with a, slight superiority of the;
monolithic one.

Table 1 compares important dc parameters at. mono-
lithic and discrete devices. The only parameter which, is
somehow degraded is the output impedance, especially for
short: **^»TI**»I djtvictSi 7Hii; is a. i inmniiBiirw of ths: low
back: gat* doping and: will b« comcted. in future run.

Another parameter of key importance: is the- local
matching: ofpinchrofE voltcige, Vz,, over an. area, equivalent
to the; one of the preamplifier.

The median: value, of Vx is about: —1.3"V", within.
specification: tut higher than, the; nominal, value; of —IV,
with, an: outstanding; narrow- spread of only ±25 mF. The;
yield: of this: first lot,, whick uses \P-groove; trenches, is
very high,, ao that tighter specifications: can: be aet in the:
future;

l iUsults

The; charge; sensitive preamplifier schematic: is shown.
in. Fig: 5 along; with, the; channel widths W and ia discussed
hi. depth, in. Hef [3]..

The preamplifier consists: of a. cascade stage (XL —
J2) driving: an. active; load, made; of J3 and J4. IT serves
the double purpose of bootstrapping; the: gate: of: X4 in.
ordinr to. allizw the; operatiian. of J3; lit. the mtiiratinn' rsguin.
(Vas far 13 is; the; sum of the YGS: of 14; and; IT) and of:
buffering: the; high; impedanre point: on. the; drain, of 12.. J9
is a. large transistor and: acts at an: output driver; The
signal, feedback path includes J9 in; order to improve the
circuit, non-linearity;. The dc: feedback: is resistive through.
a. voltage: shifter made of eight aeries connected diodes
to adjust, properly the: voltage level.. A matched resistors
voltage: shifter will be: explored in the; future. la this first
prototype bath: the; feedback resistor and capacitor will, be
external components even though integrated fyglr value
resistors: and: capacitors have been, built on a. test port ion
of the; chip; On the; preliminary version, on double epi
material, the diode; voltage shifter is not working properly.
which, prevents the operation of the preamplifier. An..
amplifier was: nevertheless, wired using: test, devices and; an.

' voltags; shiftsr;.
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Figux* 5:: Circuit Schematic of the JFET Charge Sensitive
Prsampiiner. SC: devices with short channel. L = 5,uia:
SC: devices with long channel, £ = Tina. The input device:
J l haw a. channel. uridth W = 11400 ,um. The feedback: resistor
and capacitor (Rf and C/) are shown connected with dotted,
lines since they are outside: the monolithic: chip.

Figure 6 shows the impulse response, normalized to
the same displayed amplitude, for a. 150 mV and a 1.5: V"
output pulse. A different iiae time (40 osec and 44nsee,,
respectively) is evident, aEpredkted by the: computer, sim-
ulations and breadboard testa [31. The: noise: performance
has been evaluated and is conaistenfc with the additional
gate spreading resistance in aeries with the: back gate due
tu the low p-«pi doping.

Future Improvements

Test structures for the integration of high, value: feed-
back resistors (Rp > IMS) according to a scheme pio-
nfltisil &r tns: integration, of front-end: electronics on. high:
resistivity silicon [4] and of tne feedback capacitor have:
been included and will be evaluated..

At MOB w a working version of the preamplifier is
ready, it will undergo low temperature testing: and eval-
uation of its resistance to neutron and ionizing: radiation
as well to electrostatic discharge.. Test structures have
been included to study the technology limits to achieve
shorter cooonel lengths, which should improve the: noise:
ant] speed performance of the circuits

A systematic study of the optimum, doping levels in.
the channel region is necessary for the development of a
JFET with optimum noise performance near liquid ar-
gon temperature (30 K). In all alternative development,

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 ISO 130 (ns)

8: S icspaiua af. the charge: aauitive preamplifier.
TSace, A;, 2Sm.V/div;: Trace H::

low thermal conductivity packages can. improve: the noise
performance: of the integrated circuit by raising: its tem-
perature- by self heating;.

A. version of the circuit for transformer coupled sys-
tems will alao be: designed..

Candusibna

A preliminary' run: of a. process: capable: of monolitMcr
integraiion of XFET3 has been evaluated. Performance
tolerances and. matching; of the devices: are: remarkably
good, and. the ezceso: noise can. be reduced: in. future runs.
A. preamplifier har been, wired using: moaoh'thic UETa
and ia working; according: to predictions.. Full character-
izatiom cf the diSerent: process: options is being carried
out.. The preamplifier is intended for applications with.
ionization chamber calorimeters in. the SSC enviionment
at processing times: of about 50 nsec.
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